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Introduction
• Common understanding (amongst 

actuaries) of broad principles of large 
claims

• Observed wide variance in how these are 
applied

• A number of “devil in the detail” issues 
emerge

• Also observed another group of claims –
the unusuals…
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Overview
• Step through of broad principles:

– Decision to analyse large (or unusual) claims 
separately

– Definition of large or unusual claims
– Adopting a method
– Investigating qualitative and quantitative aspects of 

large claims
• Observations on current practice - how these are 

being applied and the issues emerging, any 
gaps emerging
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Separate analysis for large?
“…in many cases a 

few very large 
losses represent a 
major proportion of 
the total cost.”  Hart et al 
(2007)

Decision depends on:
• how significant are 

large claims?
• level of distortion to 

the analysis

Significance of large claims

Class of business Limited Moderate Extreme

Personal short tail

Commercial short tail

Compulsory third party

Professional indemnity

Public/products liability

Workers compensation •
Mortgage insurance / 
credit based •
Runoff •

       •

•
•
•

       •
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Defining large
• Process for large claims 

cut-off well established in 
actuarial practice

• Some supplementary 
considerations:

 Threshold to mirror 
reinsurance retention

 Natural cut-offs in claims or 
point at which base of large 
claims data meaningful? Claim size
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Selecting 
"large" 

threshold

"Good" 
volume of 

data 
history

Limited 
volume of 

data 
history

? ? ? ?
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Defining large
But there are lurking issues…
• Are all large claims identified?
• Different factors driving development, lead to:

• Movement of claims in and out of “large”
• Changes in estimates within “large”

How to deal with these…
• Monitor claims below threshold
• Consider using “ever-large” definition
• Model costs excess of large threshold
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Unusual claims
• Large groups of smaller claims – linked to 

a catastrophe, common event, driver or 
source (includes latent claims)

• Underdeveloped claims – that have the 
potential to emerge as large

• Exceptionally large claims relative to the 
usual pool of large claims
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Detecting unusual claims
Possible indicators for unusual claims:
• CTP – multiple vehicles, pedestrians, minors
• PL – consequential losses
• WC – work-related “illnesses”
• PI – association covers
• Med Mal – birth related and “crazy doctors”
• BW – strata claims
• LMI/Credit – economy driven accumulations
• ST – third party property damage
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Observations from current practice
• Practices on large claims vary greatly:

– Across different classes
– Across the industry for same class

• Comments on “unusual” rare unless 
already large or from known catastrophes

• Caveat: a few exclusions from summary
– Too few portfolios to make generalisations
– Too specific (e.g. asbestos)
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Current practice (large claims)
Methodology

Not separated

Known and 
IBNR claims 
modelled in 
aggregate

Known claims 
modelled 
alone - no 
IBNER*

Known claims 
modelled 

alone - general 
development 

allowance

Known claims 
modelled 

individually

IBNR claims 
modelled 
separately

Personal ST • • • • • •
Commercial ST • • • • • •
CTP • • • • • •
PI/PL • • • • • •
Workers Comp • • • • • •
LMI / credit based • • • • • •
Runoff • • • • • •

Common

Sometimes

Rarely

Not 
Observed
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Summary of options
1. “Traditional” aggregate methods

• Commonly used for large claims – not as useful for truly 
unusual

2. Statistical case estimation methods
• Not perfectly tailored and may not identify large claims reliably

3. Exposure based methods
• Link prevalence to more readily accessible exposure base
• Useful for considering unusual claims that are blocks of claims

4. Qualitative inputs
• Subjective consideration of individual claim circumstances
• May be the most useful option for unusual claims
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An approach for unusual claims
A structured approach might consider:
• Identifying key uncertainties

– e.g. court decision, coverage, costs in/exclusion, 
exchange rates, defining a claim.

• Attaching values to outcomes above
– what outcome does the current estimate represent?

• Probability of outcomes
– may need to start with a qualitative assessment and 

map to numerical figures
• Implications for the rest of the portfolio

– Will the claims recur? E.g. Changes in legislation, 
policy wording
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Other quantitative and qualitative aspects

• Interaction with claims management:
– Is this “under the radar”? 

• Sensitivities
• Ongoing monitoring
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Summary of observations
• Actuaries appear to appropriately identify subgroups of 

claims for analysis – whether large or unusual
• Decision to exclude unusual claims from analysis could be 

better articulated
• A range of methods are in use – this reflects a number of 

factors e.g. class of business, data available, portfolio 
specific circumstances.

• There is a heavy reliance on case estimates, and 
understanding qualitative claim or portfolio information is 
key. This is particularly true of unusual claims

• Degree of interaction with claims management not always 
easy to ascertain

• Monitoring and sensitivity analysis could be further 
developed
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